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The aim of these lectures is to give a clear and explicit overview of the most important decidable
and undecidable problems in automated theorem proving. We put particular emphasis on practical
algorithms that are useful in real–world problems, but we pay due attention to traditional theo-
retical issues including the well–known limitative results (Gödel’s incompleteness theorem, Tarski’s
theorem on the undefinability of truth etc.) Looking at the problem from both a theoretical and
practical angle is quite instructive. It quite often happens that theoretical decision procedures
have limited usefulness in practice (e.g. Tarski’s original quantifier elimination peocedure for real
algebra), or conversely that apparently hopeless combinatorial explosions often fail to manifest
themselves in many problems of real interest (e.g. in DPLL–based SAT checking). Towards the
end of our lectures we will focus on a special topic that is of some interest to us: how can we
implement decision methods so that they always produce proofs or certificates rather than merely
a yes/no answer?

Reading list

For decidable subsets of pure first–order logic, see Ackermann (1954) and Dreben and Goldfarb
(1979). Decision procedures for particular theories, often based on quantifier elimination, are given
in many logic texts including Enderton (1972) and Kreisel and Krivine (1971), while a sharply
focused survey is given by Rabin (1991). The usual limitative results are a staple of traditional
logic texts; see for example Smullyan (1992) and Smoryński (1980). Discussions of practical im-
plementation and use of decision procedures are mostly scattered in research papers rather than
assembled into a neat textbook canon — we hope these lectures will contribute to a clearer picture.
One major practical decision method that is well represented is the Gröbner basis method – see for
example Cox, Little, and O’Shea (1992), Weispfenning and Becker (1993). For automated methods
in geometry, see Chou (1988).

The following Web site contains explicit OCaml code written by the author for various simple
decision algorithms: http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/users/jrh/atp/index.html
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